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Summary:
Karez are tunnel systems that transport groundwater to fields and settlements in the arid
Turpan basin in Xinjiang, Northwest China. This traditional technique is tied to more than
just the physical environment, including social relations, beliefs, changing economic
situations, etc. Thus the notion of a ‘karez water landscape’ is applied, uniting the tangible
and intangible aspects. There are distinct settlement configurations visible on satellite
imagery. Field interviews and historical sources reveal at least three incentives for karez
construction: pioneering, prolonging, and supporting habitation and cultivation. The karez
seem to be often instigated by low-level elites and officials, or sometimes by communities or
families. The profession is a risky niche specialism that is under threat by the lack of
intergenerational transfer. Karez are considered part of the cultural heritage and local identity,
as evidenced by the connected myths, rituals, and traditions. The biggest question remains
however, namely when the karez technique was first applied in Turpan? While the oldest
known date lies in the 15th century, they are believed to be older.
De reconstructie van het karezlandschap van Turpan
Karez zijn tunnelsystemen die grondwater brengen tot velden en nederzettingen in het aride
Turpanbekken in Xinjiang, Noordwest-China. Deze traditionele technologie hangt af van
meer dan alleen het fysieke landschap, ook de sociale relaties, de opvattingen, de
veranderende economische situaties, etc. spelen hierbij een belangrijke rol. Daarom wordt de
term ‘karez waterlandschappen’ gebruikt om de concrete en abstracte aspecten te
incorporeren. Op satellietbeelden zijn er meerdere nederzettingspatronen te herkennen.
Veldwerkinterviews en historische bronnen tonen minstens drie redenen aan om karez te
bouwen: ontsluiten van nieuw land, verlengen van de levensduur van een plaats en het
ondersteunen van de reeds bestaande agricultuur. De karez werden vooral gebouwd in
opdracht van de lokale elite en functionarissen. Soms kwam het initiatief van de
gemeenschap zelf of van enkele families. Het beroep van karezwerker is risicovol en vraagt
de nodige specialisatie. De job wordt daarnaast bedreigd door een gebrek aan overdracht van
de nodige kennis. De karez worden gezien als deel van het cultureel erfgoed en de lokale
identiteit wat zich onder andere weerspiegelt in de plaatselijke mythes, rituelen en tradities.
Wanneer de kareztechnologie in Turpan geïntroduceerd werd, blijft intussen de belangrijkste

vraag. De oudste gekende datering situeert zich in de 15de eeuw n.o.t. maar waarschijnlijk
waren ze voor die tijd al in gebruik.
La réconstruction du paysage des karez à Tourfan
Les karez sont constistués d’un système de tunnels qui transportent les eaux souterraines
depuis les chaines de montagnes aux champs et villages dans le bassin aride de Tourfan à
Xinjiang, dans le nord-ouest de la Chine. Cette technologie traditionnelle ne dépend pas
seulement des conditions naturelles; les relations sociales, les croyances, l'évolution de la
situation économique, etc. jouent également. Ici, le concept d’un paysage d’eau de karez est
employé pour en incorporer les aspects tangibles et intangibles. Plusieurs schémas
d'occupation peuvent être identifiés à partir des images satellites. Les entretiens menés sur le
terrain et les sources historiques montrent qu'il existe au moins trois raisons de construire des
karez : permettre d’occuper de nouvelles terres, prolonger la vie d'un lieu et soutenir
l'agriculture déjà existante. Apparemment, les karez étaient souvent mis en place par les élites,
des fonctionnaires mineurs ou parfois par les communautés et familles mêmes. La
construction des karez est une profession dangereuse et specialisée; elle est en voie de
disparition car il n’y a plus de transfert structurel des connaissances spécialisées de ce métier.
Les karez sont considerés comme participants de l’héritage culturel et de l’identité locale,
illustrés par les mythes, les rituels et les traditions. La question principale qui demeure est la
date de l’introduction de la technique du karez. La date la plus ancienne connue remonte au
XVe siècle, mais cette technique est probablement beaucoup plus ancienne.
Introduction
The karez of Turpan have been the subject of publication for a long time. While most authors
agree that they are complex, multi-faceted systems that are tied into the intangible aspect of
the community, the characteristics of this relationship remain to be synthesized and
understood (Jetzer 2015; Tolmbok 2015; Bahetijiang 2018). In this paper, the karez water
system in Turpan is shortly introduced, framed by the joint PhD research between the
Xinjiang Institute of Ecology and Geography and Ghent University. The tangible and
intangible aspects of this cultural heritage are addressed, after a general introduction to the
research area and the technology.
Turpan
Turpan (fig.1) is an arid endorheic basin in the northwest of China and is situated in the
Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region. In the centre of the basin lies the Aiding Lake, at
approximately – 154 meters the lowest point in China. Turpan has a continental arid BWk
climate where evapotranspiration (around 3000 mm/year) easily exceeds precipitation
(around 16 mm/year). The average summer temperature is 38°C though the highest maximum
ever was 49,6 °C. The winters are dry but cold, dipping as low as the -28 °C average. Turpan
receives about 3000 sunshine hours annually. The basin is amongst the hottest on earth,
evidenced by its surface temperature record of 89°C in 2018. The Tian Shan and Choltagh
mountain ranges surround the basin, and their glaciers melt every summer. The meltwater
goes down the mountainside and percolates into the gravelly slopes and thus refills the
groundwater reserve of Turpan. Thus, nearly all agriculture is dependent on either the
meltwater streams themselves or the groundwater table they replenish (Fricke, 2009; Xiande,
2015). Most life in Turpan is concentrated in the oasis. The main cultivars are melons and

grapes. Turpan was also a well-known stopping place along the northern Silk Road and was
visited by merchants and pilgrims alike (Shao et al. 1999; Millward 2007; Sun et al. 2008;
Tolmbok 2017).

Fig.1: Map of Turpan with the location of Xinjiang in the top left (own figure).
Karez are tunnels, with consecutive vertical maintenance shafts or wells, protected by their
circular dumps on the surface (fig.2). These tunnels transport water from the distant,
mountainous groundwater sources towards the outlet at the lower end of a slope. There it
surfaces and can be used to irrigate fields and sustain households. There are more than 1100
karez known in the Turpan basin itself and they can measure more than 100 meters in depth.
The advantage of the karez technique is that there is no evapotranspiration of the water, and
thus little water loss. The water does not get polluted, and it can even be used to grow fish in
karez ponds (Sun et al. 2008; Mostafaeipour 2010; Abudu et al. 2011; Hu et al. 2012).
Karez can be found in many places around the world, where the climate is (semi-)arid and the
topology suitable for their construction. The oldest karez systems known are found in
Southeast Arabia, dating to the Iron Age II (1000-600 BC)(Magee, 2005). However, the
oldest textual mention of a karez was a couple centuries later and can be placed in ancient
Persia. It has sparked a tradition of karez construction in Iran, especially visible through the
many tunnels in the Yazd region. In Iran, the karez are called qanat. In Xinjiang, Pakistan and
Afghanistan they are called karez or kariz. This forms the basis for the Chinese loanword

kan’erjing. They are called galleria in Spain, khettara in Morocco, falaj/aflaj in Arabian
countries and foghara in other North-African countries. The place of the Turpan karez in this
chain of dispersal is still uncertain. Turpan was one of the only places in the world where
karez were still being constructed in the second half of the 20th century (Abudu et al., 2011;
Cressey, 1958; Mostafaeipour, 2010).

Fig.2: General side view of karez in Turpan (own figure).
On the downside, it is quite dangerous and difficult to make a karez. There is always a risk of
collapse and maintenance is paramount. The constant flow of water causes a lot of
sedimentation, and this means that the karez have to be dredged regularly. Sometimes a reexcavation or bypassing of a damaged karez tunnel is necessary. Some tunnels are abandoned
to allow for the construction of a second-generation karez next to it. The Turpan karez are
threatened by modern development and are being replaced by mechanical, electrical and
diesel pumps. More and more people are moving towards the basin and new land is being
developed, which also means more water is needed. As a result, the groundwater table is
lowering. The favouring of modern technology, the loss of traditional knowledge and the
abandonment and subsequent decay of karez at a rapid rate has fuelled predictions that karez
will be completely out of use by 2030 (Tolmbok 2015; Bertrand 2010; Abudu et al. 2011; Hu
et al. 2012). However, the Karez Protection plan was finalized and agreed upon in 2006. In
the following years, this resulted in a karez census and tens of karez being restored and
renovated. While this has merely saved some karez systems from an ever-accelerating decline
like the others, it does illustrate the potential for salvaging the technique for future
generations (Liu & Yilihan, 2013).
A karez starts from a mother well or head well which is the first well of a karez, closest to the
mountains; it is also where the water is won primarily. The first part of the tunnel is usually
called the water producing section because it is still below the groundwater table and is
producing water to be transported through the water conveyance section. Sometimes this
tunnel can be lined with concrete to prevent seepage loss of water. The excavated soil is
dumped in heaps surrounding the well, creating a protective barrier (Abudu et al. 2011;
Tolmbok 2017).
The size and interval of shaft dumps can vary. After the water has passed through the tunnel
it surfaces at the outlet sometimes called the dragon mouth or long kou. The water will then
flow through a channel into a village, and it can be collected into a pond from where it is

distributed into several smaller channels, occasionally by employing sluice gates. After it has
been diverted towards the fields, the remaining water flows freely and will again penetrate in
the loose soil of the Turpan Basin to replenish the groundwater and eventually end up in the
endorheic lake (Bertrand 2010; Apaer 2015; Tolmbok 2015).
When considering the entirety of the Turpan karez, the natural setting plays a role but there
are many other factors either influencing karez or being affected by them. They are not
isolated from other water systems in Turpan. The exact relationship between all these factors
and to which degree they play a role is still poorly understood. This comprehensive research
called thus for the notion of waterscapes or water landscapes (Lianyong & Eagles 2009; Liu
et al. 2014; Krause & Strang 2016). The water landscape here is seen as an overarching
complex, tangible and intangible notion that combines relevant parts of other landscapes.
Landscapes are not necessarily understood as physical sceneries but also as intangible areas
of certain activities. In this case, the contextual landscapes considered are the socio-economic,
the religious-mental, and the natural landscape. The soil, the slope, the geomorphology, the
geology, the streams and springs are included in the latter (Winter 2001; Edgeworth 2011).
Many of these can be observed through maps and satellite imagery. Both modern highresolution satellite imagery from the Airbus Pléiades satellite, as well as images from 1968
from the Corona spy-satellite are employed. Socio-economic aspects can be gleaned from
texts, manuscripts, old photographs, and oral history retelling past cultivation practices,
irrigation methods, water rights, ownership cases etc. (Trombert 2002; Barbaix et al.
2020).The religious-mental landscape is probably the least recorded of all landscapes and
thus most information is gathered from oral sources and observations during fieldwork such
as certain behaviours or traces of veneration practices, local mazhar shrines or inscriptions
(Ross et al. 2013; Habibul 2015; Barbaix et al. 2020). These contextual landscapes can be
used to reconstruct a water landscape, which in this case is focused on the karez embedded
within that water landscape.
The natural geographical landscape can be observed through remote sensing. Comparing the
satellite images with maps shows that the karez have a limited dispersion which is nonrandomly clustered according to Ripley’s K-function. This is because there are certain
demands which have to be met by the local surroundings before a karez can be considered a
feasible option. The map (fig. 3) divides the Turpan basin into eleven natural landscape
classes, based on geology, slope, soil, soil moisture, drainage properties and general altitude.
The slope, the humidity of the soil and the compactness of the soil are detrimental to karez
site selection.

Fig. 3: Landscape map with karez database and estimated outlines of the Aiding Lake[1]
(own map; outline based on Yang et al. (2004). The Turpan basin watershed outline is filled
in with the different types of landscape classes. The explanations of the classes are
summarized in the attached table. The research area shows the main fieldwork area which
corresponds to the area covered by the satellite imagery.
The starting point of a karez coincides with the location of the water source and mother well.
Many karez are starting in sloping and slightly humid areas such as in alluvial fans, which is
not surprising. Alluvial fans are not suitable places for cultivation, but they are natural water
reserves. The surface water is coming out of the valleys, loses its velocity and seeps into the
fan and the slope. The karez are digging into these alluvial fans to get the most of those
seepage waters. Other head wells are placed inside wadis or following other karez, to also
take advantage of the water that has seeped into the soil.
The karez-fed fields are usually oriented towards Aiding Lake on flat areas. These are easier
to cultivate and are less likely to be damaged by the rare but violent flash floods, as opposed
to deep inside valleys, gorges, wadis or on alluvial fans. In cases where the fields are still
located on the volatile alluvial fan, we can see measures in place such as dams, diversion
streambeds, terraced fields etcetera.
The contextual landscapes: religion, mentality, and the socio-economic situation
Karez incentives and instigators
While these changes of the Aiding lake boundary on the map are not related to the karez, it is useful to note
that the lake has also suffered from aridification since the 20th century due to the same troubles that are
plaguing the karez.
1

There are no unambiguous mentions of any king in the basin that ordered karez built. There is
a lot of documentation about canals that were made in the area, but we have none for karez.
The main leads can be found in the toponymy or anecdotal examples about karez sponsors
that survived. During the Qing Dynasty rule (1759-1912), there are several examples of karez
which were ordered by officials. There are some examples of what they call shayk, the local
elite. They built a karez towards their orchards, fields and residence and it was a symbol of
wealth as well as of benevolence. Then, during the 1950’s-60’s, this was done by local
farming corporations. Some later instances show a family or community banding together to
take the initiative to build a karez in their area (pers.comm., Trombert 2008; Habibul 2015;
guān xiǎo wǔ

zhāng bǎi

chūn

Xiande 2015; 关晓武 & 张柏 春, 2017).
As varied are the instigators, as limited are the actual construction workers. This is a
specialized profession that was taught from father to son. Usually, farmers, miners or workers
took this as an extra working opportunity. They are non-urban and often migratory, so they
are not always living in a place where they dig the karez. This profession is disappearing. At
the moment there is no active education of new karez diggers, or karizqi as they are called. In
the case that a karez is restored or redug, in modern times, usually the last surviving karizqi
will teach the local community only how they must maintain it (pers.comm.; Tolmbok 2017;
Tolmbok 2015; Yakup 2005).
There are several reasons why someone would want to construct a karez, the most common
one being the scarcity of water. The natural, liveable area of Turpan is restricted; one has to
stay close to the rivers or the springs to have a decent supply of water. The karez make it
possible to go beyond this natural border through landscape pioneering. Sometimes this is
even discernible in the settlements pattern (fig.4):
1. An isolated karez flows into a village with a group of fields and after this, it is again bare
land. In these cases, the karez are pioneering habitation and sustaining life where it would
otherwise not be possible.
2. Sometimes site prolonging is an incentive for karez construction. There was already
habitation and agriculture in some areas fed by other rivers or springs, but there rises a need
for more water and karez can then be installed. This can alter in some instances the original
outline of the landscape as attested in Murtuq, but it ensures that the life of the site is
prolonged.
3. A last impetus which came forward is that it can be a supportive feature for expanding,
already existing agriculture and habitation. These are visible in some of the original
settlement patterns. Before the 1960s, a lot of the settlement patterns were dictated by the
water that was necessary to build and maintain them and a lot of these villages and fields
were shaped organically (Loubes 1998). They integrated the local morphology and local
water resources. In these cases, karez can be found on the margin of the irrigated land to
expand the liveable area as seen in the Valley of the Grapes.

Fig.4: Settlement patterns and examples that can be observed through Google Earth (own
figure).
Knowledge and tradition
The first step after hiring a karez master is choosing where a karez should be dug. Here the
expertise of the karizqi is particularly important. They will look at the soil structure and the
soil stability. The soil should not be too salty because then the water will be too brackish to
use. They will use signs like vegetation (such as camel thorn) to see where there is probably
sufficient water. Sometimes they dig several wells instead of only one mother well to test the
general groundwater level. Once the head well is located, they will start digging from the
bottom of the slope using vertical shafts. They must make sure that they will not miss the
mother well and that they are digging at the right angle thus they need to be able to orient
themselves underground. There are several techniques for this, including the use of oil lamps
to see how the shadows are falling and if the flames line up or not. They can also use sticks
hanging from ropes to see whether the sticks align. They use a pickaxe and the katman (a
typical Uyghur tool resembling a hoe with a rounded blade on a longer handle). Baskets with
soil are hauled up through the shafts, helped by windlasses. A karez digging team needs at
least three people. One person is constantly moving the filled and emptied baskets from one
person to the other on the surface. Another worker is digging the tunnel and filling the
baskets (this is the most experienced one, the karez master) (Stiros 2006, 2008; Aihua 2015;
Apaer 2015; Jetzer 2015; Semsar Yazdi & Labbaf Khaneiki 2017).

Fig.5: Expressions of religious meaning in the landscape. A: flags tied to a tree near an outlet;
B: partially preserved inscriptions in a prayer cave in Murtuq referring to a qari probably
named Ali(?اِئ علي
 ;)َق رC: stone heaps near a source area; D: prayer cave with shaman staffs; E:
flags tied around the windlass of a karez; F: small altar in a prayer cave (own figure).
A lot of rituals and traditions are tied to karez that can be attributed to their importance as a
water system and the dangers connected to karez work (fig.5). This includes prayers and
offerings done before, during and after karez construction. Usually, this consists of food such
as lamb. The community is responsible for feeding, housing, and dressing the karez workers.
There are also votive flags that can be tied close to karez to express the wishes of the believer,
offerings are made in caves and mazhars or inscriptions are carved unto the rock (fig.5A,E,F).
The caves are often related to fertility and health rituals, due to their proximity to the lifegiving water (fig.5D). In Murtuq, stone heaps, sometimes with knotted textiles underneath,
are placed as carriers of the offerings and wishes, not unlike a smaller version of the
Mongolian aobao tradition (fig.5C). The inscriptions can simply state the name and/or date of
the worshipper their visit or can refer to the Qur’an, such as snippets of Qur’an verses or
references to once piety (fig.5B). The writing can vary from Mandarin or English alphabet, to
mostly Uyghur inscriptions and a few other writing systems. These caves, stone heaps and

inscriptions are located alongside streambeds, close the karez shafts or their outlets (Barbaix,
2018; Féaux de la Croix, 2017; Ross et al., 2013). Some stories are related to the local karez
and there are social rules such as no fighting or polluting nearby a karez. These rules
culminate into the karez as part of the cultural and local identity and their status as heritage.
These mental notions have a lot of implications for the general dwelling in a landscape with
karez (Habibul 2015; Jetzer 2015).
The age of the karez
The matter of the age of the Turpan karez is hotly debated. Opinions and estimations date
from 2000 years ago to the 19th century. Oral tradition claims a date around 1000 AD. Clear
textual and etymological evidence dates from around 1800 AD. Considering the difficulty of
sampling the Turpan karez a definitive answer might not come soon but the few carbon-dated
examples of karez, or either features directly associated with them, give no ages older than
1410–1426 AD. It is hypothesized that construction, maintenance, and reactivation happened
in phases rather than a continuous expansion throughout time. However, less than a dozen
karez have been dated, out of the more than 1000 present, so it is precarious to make any
interpolations for the entire Turpan basin. The introduction of karez has been speculated to be
caused by climatic conditions, population increases, political or military reasons (Trombert
2002, 2008; Bertrand 2010; Jiapaer et al. 2015; Tolmbok 2017; Mächtle et al. 2019).
Conclusion
The karez of Turpan are the result of the natural limitations, religious connotations, economic
fluctuations, and social power changes. Their placing in the landscape is related to favourable
physical aspects (alluvial fans, wadi’s, etc.) but in some instances, the adaptiveness of the
locals opens up less favourable sites. The specific knowledge and skill required for their
constructions come from several centuries of intergenerational experience. The different
drivers for karez constructions have left their marks on the landscape, generating karezderived settlement patterns. While the age and the future of the Turpan karez are still
uncertain, they are evidently heavily intertwined with the several landscape layers that make
up a water landscape.
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Attachment
Class Description
1
High elevated regions and glaciers, with steep and quickly changing topography and
mostly shallow soils like Leptosols. Unattractive for agriculture due to the inability to
retain water. Mostly of L-M Carboniferous geological origin.
2
Similar to class 3 except that class 2 can be of Upper Carbon-Permian clastic
geological origin. Slightly sloping to sometimes flat areas consisting of gypsum- or
salt-rich soils. This class corresponds to drainage collection areas around Aiding Lake
and Chaiwobu Lake.
3
Similar to class 2 except that class 3 is mostly of Cenozoic geological origin. Mostly
flat areas consisting of gypsum-, salt- or calcium rich soils. This class corresponds to
drainage collection areas around Aiding Lake and Chaiwobu Lake.
4
Transitional areas on higher elevations, which are generally little sloping. Can be of
varied geological origin but consist of less fertile soil with sparse vegetation with low
agricultural potential, such as Leptosols and Calcisols.
5
Higher elevated areas but not the highest region, with mostly steep slopes going unto
flatter region, consisting of soils with a high seepage ratio. This includes the Flaming
Mountains. Varied geological origin.
6
Relatively humid, gently sloping class going unto flat plains. Consists of Gypsisols
and are mostly gravel rich. The high seepage ratio of this class makes it good source
layer for karez while agriculture is only possible with sufficient human intervention.
Most of this class is of Cenozoic geological origin.
7
Class that is located lower but can still have a quite rough, quickly changing
topography, related to its bordering mountainous slopes. Consists mostly of Gypsisols
and Leptosols, so if surface water is near, it can become a water source. Depending

8

9

10

11

on which bordering mountain range, it is either of L-M Carboniferous epiclastic and
volcanic geological constitution or it has a Meso/Cenozoic origin.
Relatively humid mostly flat class, delineated by its soil and geological properties.
This includes both the anthropogenic soils as wells as the more draining Gypsisols,
Leptosols and Arenosols. Good potential for karez and agriculture if the adjacent
classes can function as water sources. This class is often related to river discharge
areas and outcrops. Varied geological origin.
A flat or at most, gently sloping class consisting mostly of saline solonchak, or local
soil anomalies due to e.g. river seepage, anthrosols or cracking and swelling vertisols.
Can be both a water sources for karez, as well as a suitable outlet position, related to
neighboring classes. Mostly of Cenozoic geological origin.
Class with high potential seepage ratio due to existing out of Gypsisols, Arenosols,
Calcisols and Solonchaks varieties and being quite flat. Its potential for karez is
limited to the relative water retaining abilities of its adjacent classes. Not very
suitable for agriculture and of varied geological origin.
This class almost completely coincides with the Proterozoic base of the Chol Tagh,
and consists mostly of Gypsisols. Generally flat area which could have a high
seepage ratio if not for the extreme arid nature of the Chol Tagh.

Table 1: description of the 11 deduced landscape classes of the Turpan basin (own table).

